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Backfire Antennas with Dipole Elements
ERIK DRAG0 SIELSES

ASD

I X U D PONTOPPIDAS

4 Yagi backfire antenna for use as a telemetry antenna
has been constructed by Longva [7], and measurements
on a scale model of this antenna have been carried out,.
Backfire antennasbasedupon
slowwave structures
ot,her than the Yagi array have been investigated experimentall!- by Loh and Jacobsen [ 8 ] , [SI, and Spitz [lo]
has nlea.sured the performance of some backfire antennalike structures whichhenamed
“resona.nt endfire a.ntennas”.
I. INTRODVCTIOK
A partly theoretical investigation of the Yagi baclifire
HE PRISCIPLES of backfire antennas n-ere first antenna has been performed by Davies [ll]. In his calcudiscussed by Ehrenspeckin 19 0 [l]. The backfire lat.ions, however, he uses measured values for the mutual
antenna is a modified version of the ordinary endfire slow impedances between the dipole elements of the antenna.
n.aTTe antenna, which may be, e.g., aYagiantenna,a
His method is therefore not directly applicablefor designhelical antenna, or a dielectric rod antenna. Xccording to ing backlire a.ntennas by optimization
of the characterthe Hansen-Woodyardcondition,
t,he maximum direc- istics of the antenna, a problem n-hich involves arbitrary
t.ivity obtaina.ble for such endfire antenna.s is directly pro- changes in the length and position of the single dipole
portional to t.he length of thesurfacewarestructme
elements. A qualitative approach to thedesign of backfire
traversed b y the wave, provided that the phase velocity antennas has been suggest,ed by Zucker [12]; however, to
of the surface wave is adjusted for optimum directivit.v
for the knowledge of theauthors,nodetailedtheoretical
.any specific length of the antenna. The backfire antenna, t,reatment. of the backfire antenna has been given yet. It
a$ proposed by Ehrenspeck, consists of an endfire surface is the purpose of this paper to present a direct theoretical
waGe structure t.erminated with large
a
conducting phteanalysis usablefor designing backfire antennas numerically
usually ealled t.he surface wave reflector- placed perpen- on an electronic computer.
dicular to the axis of the endiire shructure. The largecon11. THEORETICAL
SOLUTION
ducting plat,e acts as a mirror which turns the surface
wave
ba,ckwards, thus forcing the wave to t,raverse thephysica.1
The types of backfire antennas investigated are shown
length of the antenna structuret.x-ice.This means tha,t the in Fig. 1.The antenna structure
is based upona usual Yagi
ba,ckfire a.ntenna,acts as an endfire a.ntenna of double antenna consisting of a feed dipole and a row of parasitic
physical length, provided .tha,t the phase velocity of the (short-circuited) elements, one of which acts as reflector
surface wave is adjusted to ~optimunl direct,ivity for such and the remaining ones as direct,or elements in the array.
an endfire antenna. The advantage of backfire antenna.s This Yagi antennais supplied with a numberof additional
compa.red to endfire antenna.s of the same type, therefore, reflector elements-usually died outside reflectorsis expected to be a 3-dBincrease in directivity for antennas placed parallel to and symmetrically about the original
of equal length or a reduction
of the antenna length half
to
reflector element in a plane through this reflector e-ement.
that of the usual endfire antenna length fora given direc- and perpendicularto the array
axis. The hrgep h e surface
tivity. However, experimental results obtained by Ehren- wave reflect.or which changes the antenna from a Yagi to
speck and described in [3] show thatthe increase in a Yagi bacldire is placed perpendicular to and n-hh it.s
directivity may be even larger than3 dB, depending upon center on the axis of the Yagi array at t.he radia.ting end
the size and shape of the surface wave reflector.
of the Yagi ant,enna at a certain distance from the last
In 1964 Ehrenspeck obtained a patent on t.he backfire director element.
antenna principle
since then he hasperformed a large
-4s shown in Fig. 2, the feed dipole of the backfire
number of experimental investigat,ions on backfire anten- antenna is placed in the origin of a Cartesian coordinate
nas based upon t.he Yagi endfre array [3}-[6].
system. All dipole elements of the antenna are parallel to
Abstract-A method is set up for a theoretical investigation of
arbitrary backfire antennasbased
upon dipole structures. The
mutual impedance between the dipole elements of the antenna is
taken into account, and the field radiated due to a surface wave
reflector of finite extent is determined by calculating the surface
current distribution on the reflector plate. Numerical results obtained for Yagi backfire antennasand short-backfire antennas
using this theory are compared with experimental results.
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the z a,xk and have their feeding points in the xy plane.
The N - 1 director elements areplaced along the positive
x asis, and the Jf reflector elements are placed on a line
parallel to the y m i s through the centerreflector which is
placed on the negative x axis. The surface wave reflect,or
is pamllel to the yz plane at a distance x, from the last
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Fig. 1. Yagi baekiire antenna.

Fig. 3.

Current and voltages due to image theory.

'I

dipoles. Fig. 3 shows the Yagi arrayof the ba.ckfire a,ntenna
and its image. In the following, all quant,it,ies referringto
the image part of the a.ntenna codguration svill be ma.rked
surface wave reflector
with a prime.
1 ) Mutual CouplingBet.weenDipoles: The self-impedance of the dipoles and the mutual impedance between
them are foundusing the induced EMF met.hod under
assumption of sinusoidal current distribut.ion on the dipoles. This approximat-ion leadsto good resu1t.s for dipoles
Fig. 2. Geometry of antenna system.
of length not much larger than half a wavelength which
are always used for Ya.gi arrays of the types investigated
director element,. The dipole elements are numbered from here. The self-impedance of element i is called t i l . and z i j
jth
1 to N
N as shown in Fig. 2. For description of the is themutualimpedancebetweentheithandt,he
radiation properties, a polar coordinate system
is intro- element.
Using the induced E M F method we have, for the mutual
ducedwith its origin coinciding with the origin of the
impedance
z,j between two dipoles of leng-th I, and Zj,
Cartesian coordina,te system as shown in thefigure.

+

A . Method of Approach
The calculations will proceed as follows. For determination of the induced dipole currents,thesurface
wave and for the self-impedance of a dipole of 1engt.h l i ,
reflector is considered infinite in extent, and is therefore
supposed toactas
a perfectmirror.Using
the image
theory, an antenna system composed of real dipoles as
\-re11 a s image dipoles is considered. The mutual impedance
between all thedipoles, real as well as imaginary, is found .li istheterminalcurrent
of antenna .i, li(z) is the
of ccmplex current distributed along this antenna, Eij(z) is the elecusing the EMF method. By setting up a system
linear equationsinvolving, as known quantities, the mutualtrical field strength at a.nd parallel to antennai due to the
impedances and the
feeding voltages, theunknown currentscurrentinantenna
j , and E ; ( z ) is the electrical field
inducedinthe
dipoles arefound.The
surface current strength at and parallel to the ith
a.ntenna. due t.o its own
distribution on the infinite surface wave reflector is deter- current.
minedfrom the electromagnetic field due to the dipole
Using these formulas, the mutua.1 impedances bet.ween
currents set up at thesurface of the reflector plate. Even- all antenna elements, real dipoles as xell rn their ima.ges,
tually, the tota.1 radiated field is determinedbysuperhave been calculat,ed, assunling that all elements not under
position of the field due to the real dipoles a.nd the field considerationhavebeenremoved.
By comparison n i t h
due t,o t.hat partof the calculated surface current distribu- meamred results for the mutual impedances obtained by
tion which correspondsto the finite area
of the rea.1surface Da\<es [lo], this approximation has been found t o give
11-avereflector.
goodresults for Yagi backfire antennas of lengt,h and
element spacings as used in connection with t,hk invesB. Determination of Dipole Currents by Image Theory
tigation.
By assuming the plane surface wavereflector infinite in
2 ) I n d u d Dipole Currents: When the self-irnpedanee
extent, the usual image theory is used for determination and mutual impedance areknown, a linear system of comof the currents induced in the
dipoles, real as well as image plex equations is set up for determination of the complex
Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on October 2, 2009 at 07:29 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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currents induced in thedipole elements:
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and since all dipole elements except the feed dipole are
short-circuited, t.he excitation vokages are

ITm)

vanish at theedges of the plate; thiseffect as well as edge
diffraction phenomena in general are not takeninto accoun
in connection with this invest,igation. Once the currents
are found, thefield is determined ina.11directions of space.
I ) Fiekl Due to Dipole E1emen.k: The far field in the
direction (0,4) from a linear antenna situated in theorigin
of the polar coordinate system and pa.ralle1 to the z axis
is given by

Zl(X+M)'

% r ( N + x )'

The unknown induced dipole currents a.re

I, }

(3)

=

{IzJ

1,2,3,.
ZL,

211'

{Zmm,)
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is thecharactelisticadmittance
of free space, k the
propagation const,a.nt, R the dista.nce to the field point,
and 21 the lengthof the dipole element. The current flouing
in the dipole is assumed to be given by

I(%) = I sin (I - 2 ) .
Consequently, the far field from dipole element number n
which is situated a.t a point with radius vect.or F,, in the
zy plane can be written

I C ,= - I ,
=

-

the matrix equation (3) shown above may be reduced to
{{zmm}

-

( z m m ~ ) ] { I m=
} (Jm).

The elements of the mutual impedance matrix are thus
expressed b)- a. difference found as the mut,ual impedance
betu-een elements i a.nd j of the real antenna minus the
mut,ual impedance between element i of the antenna and
element j' of the ima.ge a.nt.enna,the latterbeing the image
of element j of t,he real a.ntenna. The diagonal elementsof
the matrix are found as the difference between the selfimpedance of the dipole element in question and
the mutual
impedance between this element. and its image.
By solving the complex ma.t,rixequation, the unknown
complex current,s ( I m }induced in the dipole elements of
the antenna are determined.If the antenna is a.n ordinary
endfire 1-agi antenna, the impedances {Zmm,},
contributed
by the image dipoles, vanish in t,his equat.ion.

where I? indica.tes a unit vect.or in thedirection to thefield
point. The total field from the N
Jf dipole elements is
therefore given by

+

.[COS

(kzn cos e) - cos

(M,)I. ( 8 )

2 ) Field Due to Xu.rface Wave Re-flecfor: Thesurface
current density 9 on a body of infinite conductivity is

J=r;xH

(9)

where fi is a, unit vector pointing outwards from the body
normal to the surface, and H is the magnetic field vect,or
at the surface. As mentiqned above, the current density is
assumed to be equa.1 to the one which would exist if the
plate were infinitely large. Therefore, the nmgnetic field
vector in (9) can be calculated by using the image t h e o n
and adding the ma.gnetic field from both t.he real and the
image dipole elements.
The magneticfield a t a point P from a linear antennaof
length 21 is given by [13]

C . Radiated Field
The total fieldis found by superposit,ion of the fields
ra,diat,ed from the physically existing sources, the dipole
currents and thesurfa.cecurrent dist,ribution on
the surface
wave reflect,or. The currents in t.he real dipoles are anticipated ho be the same as those found above using the simple
H = H0.6
(10)
image theory. The surface currents on the finite plate are where
approximated by the current.s
which mould exist if the
HQ = - (iI/4np){ exp (ikrl) exp (ikrz)
plate were a pa,rt of an infinite conducting plane. Due to
the approximations involved, the surface currents do not
- 2 exp (ikro) cos (kl)). (11)

+
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Fig. 4. Dipole element.

Fig. 6.

Directivity as a function of side length h of squares.

that h between 0.25X and 0.125X (X = n-avelength) d l
be sufficiently accurate for most purposes.-As an example,
Fig. 6 shon-s the directivity of a Yagi backfire antenna
n-ith seven dipole elements and a square 2X X 2X surface
wave reflector as a function of h/X. In the interva.1 0 <
l ~ i X< 0.5 the variation isseen to be less than 0.2 dB.

111. NUMERICAL
RESULTS
I n connection n-ith the theory described in Section 11,
a computer program for determination
of the properties of
Ya.gi backlire antennas of the type shown in Fig. 1 has
been developed.The program has been madein sucha u-ay
Fig. 5. Circular surface wave reflector subdivided by squares.
that a numerical optimization of one or more of the properties of the antenna, e.g., gain, sidelobe level, backlobe
T h e distances p , To, rl, and r2 are shown in Fig. 4. The level, beamnidth, and input impedance maybe performed
expression for H+ is valid in both the nearfield and in the by properlychanging theparameters involved.These
of parasitic dipole reflector
fa,r field of the antenna. By use of (10) a.nd (9) it is now parametemarethenumber
possible to determine the surface current density for all a.nd director elements, the length, radius, and position of
the dipole elements, and the size, shape and position of
points on the surface wave reflector. It should be noted
that since the magnetic field has a component in the 4 the surface wave reflector. The contourof the surface wave
e.g., square, circular,
direction only, induced current on the plated l be in the reflector may take any shape wanted,
elliptic, etc. This contour is determined in the computer
z direction only.
program by single
a
t.u-o-dimensiond functionalexpression.
In order t o determine the radiation from the current
The computer program for calculation of the mutual
distribution, the surface wave reflector is subdivided into
a number of small squares, as shownin Fig. 5 for t.he case impedances is based upon a paper by Baker and LaGrone
of a circular surface wave reflector (only one quarter of [14]. The self-impedance of the dipoles n-as determined
the reflector is shown). Over the area of each square the using t,he induced EMF method as described by Jordan
current densityis assumed to be constant and equal to the
[l5]. The complex matrix equation for determination of
x-alue calculated in the center of the square. Each square the induced currents \VBS solved numericall>-using a comof side length h. is approximated by a Hertzian dipole of puterprogram u-hich employs the method of Gaussian
length h pointing inthe z direction and carrying the currentelimination t o t.riangulate the complex coefficient ma.tris.
Jh. The radiated field from each square in the direct.ion
So that the computer program could be used for other
types of antennas besides the Yagi backfire antenna, the
( e , d is
Eo = Ee.8
(12) input parameters were chosen more general than required
for this special type of antenna. Thusit is possible t o comwhere
pute
t,he radiat.ion properties of any type of antenna based
EO= --i(k{h2/4&)J exp (ikR) sin 0
(13)
on a configuration of parallel dipole elements-active as
where R is the distance to the field point. The total field n-ell as parasitic-of arbitrary dimensions and positions
nith feeding p0int.s in the sameplane, and withor nithout
from the surface wave reflector is then found by supera plane perfectly conducting reflector parallel to the diposition.
The radiation pattern obtained in this way
will vary poles. Consequently, the computer pr0gra.m was tested for
according to the choice of the side length h of the squa.re. Yagi backfire antennas andshort-backfire antennas as well
as for ordinary Yagi antennas bycomparison with results
Since thenumber of computationsinvolvedisapprosimately inversely proportionalto h2,it is important to use obtained by others.
For a backfire antenna nith an infinitel>- large surface
a value of h as large as possible. The computations performed in connection &h this investigation have shown wave reflector, it is evident thst the field must be idenI
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Fig. 8. E-plane far field comparison with experimental
results of Ehrenspeck.

slight increase in the gain from 11.76 dB to 11.94 d B was
obtained. The choice of this pahcular diameter of the
surface wave reflector was based on the phase curves in
Fig. 7. It was found that with this diamet,er
of the reflector,
2
3
I
5
the surface currents at the center and at t,he edges were
A
+90" and -go", respectively, out of pha.se with the field
from the dipoles; therefore these currents gave no contribut,ion to the field inforwarddirection, while all other
regions
of the plate contributedto thefield in this direction.
Fig. 7. Surface current distribution on reflector p1at.e.
2 ) Comparism uith Experimental Results: I n Fig. 8, a
comparison is shown between the E-plane radiation pa,t,tically zero behind the reflect.or pla.te; that. is, the fields tern of a Yagi backfire antenna of length 1 . 3 as deterfrom the dipoles and the surface current must, cancel ea.ch mined experimentally by Strom and Ehrenspeclr [C] a.nd
other in t,his region. I n connection with a test of the com- the computedE-plane
ra.dia.t,ion pattern of thesame
puter program, calculat,ions \\-ere made for a Yagi backfire antenna found using the theory described in this paper.
a.ntenna n3.h a squa.re IOX X 1OX surface wave reflector. It Thisant,enna consists of nineparalleldipoles,
three of
\vas found that the field int.ensity in all direct.ions behind
which act as parasitic reflectors simila,r to what is shown
t.h;s large plate was less tha,n 0.01 percent of the intensity in Fig. 1. The spa.cing is 0.2X between directors and 0.3X
in the main lobe direction.
betn-een reflectow, and the plane of reflect,ors is at a. distance 0.2X behind the feed dipole. The dista.nce from the
A . Yagi Backjire Antenna
last director to thesqua.re 2h X 2X surface wave reflectoris
1 ) Curren.t Dish*ibu.tionon SurfaGe F m e Reflector: The 0.3h. The lengths of the dipoles a.re as follows: feed: O.i5OX,
surface current on t,he reflector plat,e has been computed directors: 0.3SlX, center reflector: 0.514X, andoutside
in dimensions to an
for a. Yagibackfirea.ntennaequal
reflectors: 0.412h. Themdius of alldipoleelements
is
antennainvestigated experimentally byEhrenspeck [G, 0.00635X. From the curves in Fig. S, it, is seen t.hat very
sec. 41. The surface current,, which, with the approxima- good agreement has been found for the shape of the ma,in
tions used in this theory, is independent of the size of the lobe, the beamwidth, and t,he leveland position of t,he first
surface n-ave reflect.or, is shon-n in Fig. 7. Because of sidelobe. In the angular range from 0 = 60" to 0 = 160"
symmetries, only one qua.rter of the current distribution
a direct comparison betweenthe txocurves is not, relevant,
in t.he reflector plane is shown. In the lower left corner of because of t,he inaccuracyof t.he esperimental result.s, which
the figure t,he Yagi bacldire a.ntennais drawn. The surface shom up mainly as asymmet,ry in t,he radiation pat,tern
wave reflect,or of this antenna is a square u-ith side length and as a radiat.ion level approximat.ely 20 dB below mainlobe in the direction 0 = OO", where a null should a.ppea.r
".
The nmplit,ude of the surface current is seen to decrease in t.he E-pla.nepattern. This inaccuracyis probably due to
very rapidly with the dista.nce from the antenna. axis; a t reflectionsfrom the surroundings at the measuring site.
the boundary of the reflector plate it. is about 10 percent Hou-ever,t,hetn-o sidelobes a.ppearing at 0 = 120" and
of the value at thecenter. The curves of constant phase are 0 = 150" in the comput,ed curve seem to be present in the
approximately circles with their centers on the antenna
experiment,al curve, too.
a.xis. Since the maximumgain of theantenna ma.- be
In order to confirm, experimentally, the accuracy of the
obtained only if all t,he currents on the reflector a.dd in comput.ed results for the low-level sidelobes of Yagi backphase, i t was expected that. a circular surface wave reflector fire ant.ennas a.lso, a t,est a.ntenna has been constructed.
will be moreefficient than a square reflector. To verify this, This antenna, d i c h is shown in Fig. 1, is designed for a
computatiom \\-ere made fora circular reflectorwith diam- frequency of 1.5 GHz and has the same
dimensions (in
et,er 2.2X replacing the 2X X 2h square reflector, but only a wavelengths) as the antenna of Strom and Ehrenspcck[6]
Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on October 2, 2009 at 07:29 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 9. Comparison bet.ween computed and measured E- and H-plane patterns of
9-element. Yagi backfire antema.

mentionedabove,exceptfor
the dipoleradiuswhich is
0.005X. The feed arrangement of this antenna has been
especially developed so as to avoid any leaking radiation
from the @em, which might disturb the direct radiation
from the antenna.
I n Fig. 9, a comparison is shown between computed and
measured radiation patterns
of this ant.enna. The
me?' surements were carried out ina large, shielded, radio anechoic
chamber, d i c h ha-s a reflectivity level of about, -31 dB
in the frequency range used. It. n-ill be noticedth:tt a11
almost.perfect symmetry is foundin theexperimentd
results because of the good measuring condit,ions in t,he
radio anechoic chamber,and only small discrepa,ncievfrom
the computedpatterns occur. This is t,he case even in
directions of very lo^ radiat.ion intensitmy.The comput,ed
directivity is found t o be 13.5 d B above isotropic and from
the experimentalresults in the twoprincipalplanes,
a

Fig. 10. Short-backfire antenna.
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SHORT-BACKFIRE ANTENNA
E-PLANE
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-180'
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- 60'

Fig. 11. Conlparison between computed and measured E- and H-plane patterns
of short-ba.ckfire antenna.

tennas [16]. The short-backfire antennainvestigated
numerically using t,he present conlput,er program is of the
type shon-n in Fig. 10. During the numerical computations
the sma,ll reflector plate is considered as being composed
of closely spa.ced, parallel, short-circuited dipole reflector
elements with the cent.er reflector of length 0.4X a,nd the
outside reflectors of decreasing length in such a manner
that a sma.11reflector n-it,h2t circular shapeof dia.meter 0.4h
is obt.ained.In this wa,y, the small reflector plat,e has been
replaced in the computat,ions by a unidirect.ionally conducting plate of the sa.me size. Holvever: since t,he current
induced in thesmall reflector plate is
pa,ra.llelt.0the current
1 ) Comparison with Experimental Results: It was found in the feed dipole (cf. Section 11-CS) , t,he unidirectionally
in the course of t.he investigatims thst the computerpro- conducting reflector p1a.t.eis a good a.pproximation to the
gram developed for design of the Yagibackfire antenna solid perfect,ly conducting reflect,or plate of the physical
was also usable for designing so-called short-backfire a.n- short-backfire a.ntenna.

directivity of 12.4 dB was obt.ained by numerical int,egration, using the method mentioned by Silver [lr).
The results for the 1-agi bacldre antxmna c o n h n t,hat
the theory and t,henumerical nlet-hods employed in the
present investigation may be useful for direct. numerical
design of backfireant,ennasu-ithprescribedproperties.
Such design could be performed from a set. of curves showing t.he radiation properbics a.s functions of the parameters
of the ant,enna [lS].
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For comparison with the computed results, the1.5-GHz
short-backfire antenna of Fig. 10 wasconstructed.The
feeder of this antenna is a slot-fed dipole of length 0.4’71
and radius O.OOS51, the small plate has a diameter of 0.41
and the large reflector plate ha.s a diameter of 2.01. The
dipole iscenteredbetweenthetwoplates,the
dist,ance
between whichis 0.51. Measurements onthis antenna have
also been carried out in the radio anechoic chamber mentioned previously, anda comparisonbetweenmeasured
and computed results is show1 in Fig. 11. I t is seen that,
for this antenna, a rather good agreement has also been
obtained, although an additional approximation has been
introduced by substituting the small reflect.or plate of the
antenna 11-ith a number of parallel short-circuit,ed dipole
elements. The computed directivitvwas 12.4 dB above an
isotropic source. A directivity of 11.9 dB n-as found from
the experimental results by numerical integration in t.he
principal planes. When comparing the directivity of the
shortrbackfire ant.ennan-it,hthe directivityof the half-u-are
dipole itself, it. is seen that introduction of the syst.em of
refledor plat,es ca.uses an increase in directivity of about
10 dB, even though the la.rge plate is not equipped with
the rim of 0.25X n-idth used by Ehrenspeck [IG]. 1-01. this
case, pluscertainotherminormohfications,Dod
[19]
reports a measured gain of 14.9 dB a.nd Ehrenspeck [lti]
of 15.2 dB above an isotropic source.

COKCLI-SION
A method of calculation has been set up whichis applicable forinrestiga,tingand designing arbitrary backfire
antennas nith dipole elements and with a plane surface
wave reflector. Only dipoles of length less than one \vaselength mag be treated using this theory. The numerical
results have been checked with experimental results and
a
good agreement has been foundfor Yagi backfire ant,ennns
as well as for t.he short-backfire antenna.
In connectrionwith theinvestignt,ion acomputer program
has been developed, u-hich may be utilized in t,he design of
backfire antennasnith dipole elements.The numerical
investigat,ionshavesho~vn that the approsima,t,ions employed in t.he method used haveno serious effect,supon the
results obtainedas long 8sthe dipoles are small in diameter
and about half a xxvelength long, and the length of the
Tagi surface wave structure is not much longer than 1.5
wavelengths.
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